Sample worked with cotton thread #80
Number of bobbins: 10 pairs.

This spider is made with Spanish braid lace "Witch Stitch".
The pattern is designed in a continuous braid that begins at "o" and ends at "x".
Stitches used as they are called in Spain:
"Alfiler stitch", clothstitch, halfstitch, "Serpentina stitch", "Lleruza stitch".
The foot, both sides of the braid, are worked twisting twice the last pair and the weavers, before and after pin.
The antennas are made with plaits while you work the braid, with the weavers and the last pair.
Go to the end of the line, pin twice to hold the shape, while you are working the plait.
Come back to the braid, take out one by one the pins and sew with a hook. Go into the braid.
spider